
 

January 2019 Monthly Report 

Another new year introduces another pair of new student Rangers. January was a turn of a new leaf as 

the new student Rangers arrived at the Conservancy and were introduced to their new duties and 

ongoing environmental programs. The Conservancy saw a continuation of its compliance and research 

patrols while this report also details the summer CWAC counts, animal rescues and snake relocations 

performed and includes a new fish species completed in the series of Fransmanshoek recreational fish 

awareness posters. Read below for this, and information on the Angulate tortoise featured in the 

monthly species profile. 

 
Fransmanshoek looking over the sea and towards the Outeniqua mountains. 

 Meet the Team 

On the 6th of January, Taylor Fiford and Apogee Fowler started as the new student Rangers at the 

Conservancy. Both are excited to join the team, fresh out of the books at varsity and revved for their 

year practical at the Conservancy that forms the final year of their nature conservation diploma. Taylor 

and Apogee are students at Nelson Mandela University, George campus (Saasveld) and are looking 

forward to completing their practical year at the Conservancy with Kei as their mentor. They will work 

for the conservancy for a full year and complete a whole suite of management orientated tasks 

assigned by Kei to complete their practical year successfully. 

The month of January saw Kei introducing the students to the Conservancy’s management plan, 

organising new uniforms and their necessary gear for their patrols, and training them up in 

preparation for their tasks for the year. Kei arranged accommodation for both students on Riekie van 
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Rensburg’s farm, whilst Piet Beyers has once again offered to accommodate Kei for the year. A very 

big thank you to Piet and Riekie for hosting the Rangers this year, we are very grateful for your 

continued support. 

 
The Team: Taylor, Apogee and Kei. 

Compliance Management 

Marine Living Resources Act 
During January a total of 50 recreational fishing, spearfishing and bait collecting permits were checked 

by Taylor & Kei. Of the 50 permits checked, only 8 people (16%) failed to produce a valid permit and 

were issued a verbal warning.  

The end of the Holiday Season saw no decrease of fisherman along the coast, however due to the lack 

of tourist fisherman the majority of fisherman provided valid permits. We remind everyone that it is 

essential to be in possession of a permit, even if you are simply fishing for a day or two! We ask that if 

you witness fishermen and suspect they are not following the rules and regulations that you please 

contact the conservancy immediately.   

Animal Rescues 

During the month of January, the Conservancy faced several bird rescues along the coast and on the 

side of roads. On the 26th January, while Taylor was out patrolling the coastline between Boggomsbaai 

and Vleesbaai for his National Marine Line Survey, he came across a juvenile Cape Gannet Morus 

capensis. This is a species of seabird not commonly found on the beach, but rather on rocky cliffs. The 

Gannet seemed to be injured on the right side of its body with little movement of the leg and wing. 
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Taylor then carried the bird to Vleesbaai where Kei met up with him to transport it back to the 

Conservancy office where shortly after, it was collected by Rene of SMART, to be transported to the 

SAPREC rehabilitation centre, where the bird will be led to recovery. 

 
The stunning rescued juvenile Cape Gannet peeking out of the box. 

Another noteworthy incident was that of an African Black Oystercatcher, Haematopus moquini, that 

was picked up by Kei on the 24th on the beach near Grootkloof, halfway between Vleesbaai and 

Boggomsbaai. Kei received a call out from a concerned Boggomsbaai resident who often walks the 

stretch, who reported a partly maimed bird. Upon arrival, Kei found the bird in distress behind the 

primary dune with a dangling foot. The foot seemed to have been noosed by fishing line and was 

about to fall off. Kei got the bird to the Conservancy office where Rene once again made her way out 

to collect it. The bird’s foot was clipped off at the Vet, but unfortunately the bird perished later from 

the stress of incident.  

This once again highlights the risks of discarded fishing gut to wildlife. All too often have the Rangers 

come across some sort of sea and bird life entangled in fishing line, with dire consequences for the 

ensnared animals. We implore all our readers to pick up any gut they come across on their walks or 

fishing trips, and discard of it safely. It helps if everyone does their bit. The Rangers have already 

mounted fishing line bins at the entrances to all the popular beach accesses where you can deposit 

this monofilament line. This line will be sent off at a later stage to be mill recycled by PlasticsSA, who 

sponsored the bins. 
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Oystercatcher Breeding Success 

During January, Kei got Taylor and Apogee up to speed with all the monitoring exercises they should 

fulfil whilst out on their coastal patrols. On every foot patrol, the Rangers do a linear transect bird 

count and additionally record any high priority conservation species in the SOB (state of biodiversity) 

database. This time of the year they also look out for any signs of Oystercatcher nesting sites along 

each coastal stretch that comprises the Conservancy’s oystercatcher breeding success monitoring. If a 

nest is located, the location and date is recorded and assigned an ID and the eggs, chicks or fledglings 

are noted along with any other relevant information. The Rangers will then occasionally return to each 

nest when passing on a patrol again, and again record the state of the nest. 

The eggs and chicks are extremely cryptic by nature and difficult to locate. What the Rangers have 

found in recent times, is that there has been a much higher incidence of nests on the more difficult to 

find rocky stretch from Vleesbaai to Fransmanshoek, most probably due to the low disturbance from 

dogs and walkers versus the busy stretch from Vleesbaai to Boggomsbaai where many people still let 

dogs run off the leash. This is also true for the more remote stretch of beach at Kanon, where people 

let their dogs off the lead. On these sandy stretches where the Rangers have noted frequent dog 

activity, there has been a dramatic decrease in nesting sites. We remind our readers that all the 

stretches of coastline in the Conservancy require any pets to be on leads and under control at all 

times. This is for the sake of these breeding birds and other coastal wildlife sensitive to disturbance. 

 
The location of a very cryptic Oystercatcher chick being recorded using the brand new GRCCT sponsored GPS. 
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Roving Creel Survey 

In the beginning of January Apogée was introduced to the responsibilities of the Roving Creel Survey. 

The Roving Creel Survey is an unbiased method of data collection using stratified random sampling. It 

is used as a tool to assess the recreational fishing stock, monitor the impact of fishermen on these 

fishing stocks and to determine the CPUE (catch per unit effort) along the study area. Put simply, the 

CPUE means how much effort is put into the catching of a fish species. This is done through the 

process of interviewing fishermen along a 9km stretch between Fransmanshoek and Cape Vacca, 

traversed by foot.  

 
The 9km Roving Creel route marked in red, stretching from Cape Vacca to Fransmanshoek.   

Snake Captures 

The Rangers received three snake call-outs over the course of the month. On the new student Rangers 

first day, Frik Orban gave Kei a call about a suspected Cape Cobra, Naja nivea, in a woodpile adjoining 

his house.  Upon arrival the Rangers were faced with the challenging task of capturing a feisty juvenile 

Cape Cobra. Kei and Taylor made swift work of capturing the snake which had lodged itself between 

some retaining wall blocks. The Cape Cobra was then driven off and safely relocated and released far 

from any residences.  

The Snake call-outs did not stop there. On the 27th of January, two Puff Adders, Bitis arietans, made 

their appearance and needed to be moved for the sake of people and its own safety. The first small 

male Puff Adder was caught in Vleesbaai and the second much larger female Puff Adder was collected 
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in Springerbaai. With the first adder, Kei took the opportunity to give Taylor a crash course in safely 

tubing and taking DNA samples from snakes. DNA samples of both Puff Adders were carefully taken, 

and the DNA samples will be sent to the Cape Reptile Institute for processing. The snake’s location, 

photo, date and other notes are also recorded and kept on the Conservancy database. 

 
Taylor tubing the puffadder. 

We remind everyone that snakes are very dangerous animals that can cause serious injury, which, in 

rare cases can be fatal. We emphasize the need of people to take caution if they find a snake in or 

near their house. The best thing to do would be to keep all people and pets away from the animal and 

call the Conservancy Rangers for assistance. It is also important that one keep an eye on the snake 

whilst waiting for help to arrive. Under no circumstance should you attempt to handle snakes yourself. 

 
The rather “pretty” Puff Adder right after its relocation back into the veld. 
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Summer CWAC’s 

The Rangers joined up with Michael and Sibusiso from CapeNature for the annual summer CWAC 

counts. The reason for CWAC (Coordinated Water Bird Count) is to estimate population sizes for water 

bird species, to detect changes in populations between seasons and to monitor changes from year to 

year which helps to describe long term trends in population status. A winter count will therefore also 

be conducted in June/July. On the 21st, the team did the CWAC on the Gouritz River and on the 25th 

the Duiwenhoks river. Each person on the CapeNature inflatable boat had a designated task which 

they had to handle; Sibusiso was the skipper and made sure we had smooth sailing, while Michael 

scribed and wrote down the amount and bird species observed, whilst the Rangers acted as the 

spotters and counters.   

 
The Duiwenhoks CWAC. 

Both summer CWAC’s were a success with ideal weather conditions and a high number of bird 

diversity. The Gouritz river stood out with far greater total species diversity and total bird number 

compared to the Duiwenhoks river. The Gouritz river count came to a total of 244 birds and 41 

different species. Some of the more memorable sightings along the Gouritz river would have to be an 

Osprey perched on a tree branch, eating a large Kob, Argyrosomus jopnicus, which it just caught.   The 

Duiwenhoks river was not far behind with the statistics. The Duiwenhoks count had a total of 201 birds 

and 29 different bird species. Included in this count were observed a flock of over 120 Common Terns 

at the estuary mouth on the sand. Both river systems proved to be very healthy in bird life, with both 

rivers showing a high diversity in bird species. Additionally, the CWAC is also used as an indicator of 

the biodiversity and health of the river system. See below the tabulated results from each Count. 
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Recreational Fish Awareness Sticker  

 
 

This month the Rangers completed a new recreational angler awareness sticker for the Conservancy. 

As we know, these stickers provide vital and interesting information regarding the ecology and 

regulations of the fish species most commonly caught along the Conservancy shore. You can spot 

these stickers on garbage bins along your way to visit the Fransmanshoek point.  This year’s first 

poster sticker is on the Zebra, Wilde perd, Diplodus hottentotus.  

These stickers play an important role in educating local and visiting fishermen on the ecology of the 

fish species. This information will hopefully lead to fisherman gaining a better understanding for the 

reasoning for regulations and eventually guide them in deciding when or when not to keep a fish.  The 

fish poster includes information about current fish stocks and the life and breeding cycle of the zebra 

as well as their fisheries regulations. As shown on the poster, the fish grow and mature slowly leading 

to a low breeding rate. The outcome of this is that zebra fish stocks are sensitive to over fishing and 

this has resulted in SASSI categorising the Zebra as red status.  

If you’d like to use this educational material, please don’t hesitate to contact the Conservancy to get a 

high-resolution digital copy of any of the series of these fish species posters handmade by the 

Rangers at no cost to you. 
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Monthly Species Profile 

This unique looking medium-sized tortoise can commonly be seen, slowly crossing the 

Fransmanshoek roads. the rangers decided to commemorate this species in the January monthly 

species profile. 

 

Common name          : Angulate tortoise 

Scientific name          : Chersina angulata 

Family          : Testudinidae           

Phylum   : Chordata 

 

 

 
Description:  

This well-patterned tortoise has maximum shell 

length of 300mm and maximum weight of 2kg. 

The males grow larger than females and usually 

have a more pronounced dome with steeper sides. The striking pattern can be described by large 

black rings with yellow centres with tiger-like stripes along the bottom of the shell. 

Habitat:  

This species occurs along the coast from Southern Namibia in the west to East London. This tortoise is 

found in a large variety of vegetation ranging from semi-desert, succulent karoo to fynbos and thicket. 

They can occur in moderately high densities; as many individuals as 15/Ha.  

Ecology:  

The Angulate tortoise feeds on a variety of vegetation including grasses, annuals and succulents, as 

well as the flowers in your garden. Male angulate tortoises compete for females by fighting by 

ramming and turning other males on their backs. Females lay up to two egg clutches between March 

and December. A single clutch can produce four hard shell eggs. 

Conservation status: least Concern: 

Angulate tortoises are common and abundant in-home ranges and are considered not threatened. 

They have, however, several threats which can include agriculture and aquaculture, hunting and illegal 

pet trade. Veld fires are one of the naturally occurring threats the Angulate tortoise can encounter. 

Habitat protection and invasive species control are steps that can be taken to lessen their threats. 

Interesting facts:  

• The Angulate tortoise can drink water through its nose. 

• They can live up to 32 years. 

• Their colours change as they age, loosing darkness and turning paler. 
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